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Abstract

Light beams with orbital angular momentum (OAM) are convenient carriers of quantum
information. They canalso beused for imparting rotational motion to particles and
providinghigh resolution in imaging. Due to the conservation of OAM in parametric downconversion (PDC), signal and idler photons generated at low gain have perfectly anti-correlated
OAM values. It is interesting to study the OAM properties of high-gain PDC, where the same
OAM modes can be populated with large, but correlated, numbers of photons. Here we
investigate the OAM spectrum of high-gain PDC and show that the OAM mode content can be
controlled by varying the pump power and the conﬁguration of the source. In our experiment, we
use a source consisting of two nonlinear crystals separated by an air gap. We discuss the OAM
properties of PDC radiation emitted by this source and suggest possible modiﬁcations.
Keywords: parametric down-conversion, orbital angular momentum, bright squeezed vacuum,
Schmidt modes, coherent modes
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction

obtained from a pump beam without OAM, the signal and
idler photons always haveopposite OAM values, which,
together with the broad distribution of OAM for each photon
taken separately, leads to the entanglement of photon pairs in
OAM. This has been observed in experiments with weakly
pumped PDC [7, 8].
Strongly pumped PDC [9], as well as four-wave mixing
(FWM) [10] and modulational instability (MI) [11], lead to
the generation of bright beams containing many photon pairs.
This radiation is known asbright squeezed vacuum (BSV),
which is nonclassical light with macroscopic photon numbers
[12]. Its strong photon-number correlations [9, 11, 13–15]
enable theobservation of macroscopic polarization entanglement [16] and can even violate Bell’s inequalities [17].
Twin-beam BSV manifests macroscopic photon-number
entanglement [18], which can be used for encoding quantum

The orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light, apart of being
interesting for fundamental studies [1], presents a useful tool
for imaging [2], a convenient basis for information encoding
[3], and canalso beused for light–matter interaction, in
particular for imparting rotation to particles [4]. Physically the
OAM is a twist of the wavefront of a beam, or the dependence
of the phase of light on the azimuthal angle [5]. Depending on
how many times and in what direction the phase is changed
over a 2p range, the OAM takes integer values of 0, 1, 2,
etc. It is noteworthy that theOAM is conserved in nonlinear
optical processes such as harmonic generation [6] and parametric down-conversion (PDC) [7]. In the case of PDC, OAM
conservation leads to anti-correlation between the OAM
values of signal and idler photons. For instance, if PDC is
2040-8978/17/044005+11$33.00
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Figure 1. The two-crystal scheme in the case of deampliﬁcation of collinear emission (a) and a typical single-shot far-ﬁeld intensity

distribution (b).

information into photon numbers [12]. Because of itshigh
brightness, BSV is expected to interact efﬁciently with material objects, and its efﬁciency for nonlinear optics hasalready beendemonstrated [19].
An important feature of BSV produced through PDC or
FWM/MI is that it is highly multimode, both temporally and
spatially [9, 10, 15, 20]. In particular, the spatial mode
spectrum contains modes with OAM [10, 21], correlated
pairwise, so that the mode with the OAM number l has
photon-number correlations with the -l mode provided that
the pump beam has no OAM. This feature is very useful for
information encoding, since the high information capacity of
twin beams due to the photon-number entanglement can be
combined with the information capacity provided by OAM.
Moreover, the axial resolution of OAM beams [1] can be
further increased by taking advantage of the statistical properties of BSV. For instance, one can prepare an OAM beam in
a state with sub-Poissonian statistics by imposing a condition
on its twin beam and applying the feedforward technique
[22]. Using the strong interaction of bright twin beams with
matter, one can pass the OAM correlations to mechanical
objects. Finally, the photon-number correlation in OAM
modes will make twin-beam BSV very sensitive to mechanical rotation, similar to how spatial correlations make twin
beams sensitive to spatial displacement [23].
In this work we investigate the possibility of controlling
the OAM content of BSV. The scheme we use is based on
PDC in two crystals placed one after another into a common
pump beam (ﬁgure 1(a)). For a certain distance between the
crystals (about 18 mm), due to the small chromatic dispersion
in the air gap between them, the emission from the ﬁrst crystal
in the collinear direction is deampliﬁed in the second crystal
[24]. At the same time, the radiation at nonzero angles can be
ampliﬁed. As a result, the total emission pattern consists of
concentric ‘donuts’ (ﬁgure 1(b)). We analyze the OAM mode
content of this radiation theoretically and measure itexperimentally. In particular, we reconstruct the shapes and
weights of the spatial eigenmodes through the statistical
processing of single-shot spectra. For the description of spatial modes, we use the so-called Schmidt basis, in which the
intermodal photon-number correlations are most simpliﬁed.
The spatial Schmidt modes are two-dimensional, and we

discuss separately their radial and azimuthal parts. The latter,
being responsible for the OAM, are also called OAM modes
and are the main subject of this work. Moreover, we vary the
OAM content by changing the distance between the crystals
as well as the pump power. Finally, we propose several ways
to expand the tunability of this source with respect to the
OAM spectrum.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental setup and methods

The experimental setup is shown in ﬁgure 2, with its three
different versions depicted in panels (a)–(c). The pump (third
harmonic radiation of Nd:YAG laser, withwavelength
354.67 nm, pulse duration 18 ps, and pulse repetition rate
1 kHz), is focused into a pair of type-I beta barium borate
(BBO) crystals of length L c = 2 mm , placed at a distance L,
which is variable from 7 to 27 mm. The pump beam waist has
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 170 μm, which
corresponds to the Rayleigh length of18 cm. In this case, the
pump beam diameter can be considered as constant between
the two crystals. It is also worth noting that with this relatively soft pump focusing, the spatial walk-off of the pump
does not play a signiﬁcant role, which leads to the averaged
far-ﬁeld intensity being almost independent ofthe azimuthal
angle. Note that instantaneous (single-shot) intensity distributions still show variation with the azimuthal angle, but
this variation is close to being centrally symmetric (see
ﬁgure 1(b)), due to the correlations between signal and idler
beams.
The two-crystal scheme is equivalent to a nonlinear, or
SU(1,1), interferometer [25]: PDC occurs in the ﬁrst BBO
crystal and is then ampliﬁed or deampliﬁed in the second one,
depending on the phase delays in the gap between the two. In
particular, at a distance L such that the emission probability
amplitudes from the two crystals acquire a relative π phase
due to the dispersion in the air (L » 18 mm at low pump
power), there is full deampliﬁcation of the collinear emission
[24]. The emitted PDC radiation in the far-ﬁeld zone is then
of a typical ‘donut’ shape, as one can see in ﬁgure 1(b).
2
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Figure 2. Different versions of the experimental setup: measuring the far-ﬁeld intensity distributions (a); measuring the total number of spatial

modes (b) and measuring the OAM mode content by phase ﬂattening (c). DM, dichroic mirror; D, analog detector; L1–L4, lenses; IF,
interference ﬁlter; mono, monochromator;SLM, spatial light modulator.

After the crystals, the pump beam is reﬂected by a
dichroic mirror (DM), and the spatial properties of the PDC
radiation are analyzed in several ways.
Measuring far-ﬁeld intensity distributions (ﬁgure 2(a)).
By placing a CCD camera into the focal plane oflens L1
(focal distance f = 200 mm), one can observe intensity distributions as shown in ﬁgure 1(b). The distance r from the
center of the distribution is related to the angle of emission θ
as r = fq (here and elsewhere, we assume θ to be small). The
wavelength spectrum is ﬁltered in this case by placing an
interference ﬁlter (IF)into the beam, with acentral wavelength of 710 nm and a bandwidth of 10 nm.
The OAM of the light can be changed by imprinting an
azimuthal phase with the help of a spatial light modulator
(SLM), which can be placed in the far ﬁeld of thePDC
instead of the CCD camera (as shown in ﬁgure 2(c)).
By triggering the CCD camera synchronously with the
laser pulses and setting the acquisition time to be less than 1
ms, one obtains single-shot far-ﬁeld intensity distributions
(angular spectra) of PDC. These spectra are further processed
tocalculatethe intensity covariance andreconstructthe
shapes and weights of the spatial modes.
Measuring the number of spatial modes (ﬁgure 2(b)).
The total number of modes can be assessed through the
measurement of the second-order intensity correlation function g(2), rigorously deﬁned through the normally ordered
second moment of the photon number, g(2) = á:N 2 : ñ áN ñ2 .
For large mean photon number, which is the case for BSV,
á:N 2 : ñ » áN 2ñ, and the correlation function can be measured
by analyzing the output current of a single analog detector
(D). For a single mode of non-degenerate PDC, g0(2) = 2;
because in the presence of K modes the correlation function
changes as g(2) = 1 + (g0(2) - 1) K [11, 26], the number of
modes can be inferred from the g(2) value:
K=

1
.
g(2) - 1

radiation is coupled into the input slit of the monochromator
by lens L2 (focal length 25 mm) and then into the detector by
lens L3 (focal length 30 mm).
Except for the measurement of the total number of spatial
modes, all other measurements are performed using a 10 nm
interference ﬁlter centered at 710 nm or at 700 nm if signal–
idler correlations have to be eliminated.
Measuring the weights of OAM modes (ﬁgure 2(c)). In
order to characterize the OAM content of BSV, we use the
simplest way of ﬁltering out a single OAM mode, namely the
so-called ‘phase ﬂattening’ method [7, 27]. In this method, an
SLM is placed into the beam under study and then the diffraction pattern is observed after imprinting an azimuthal
phase on the beam. If this procedure compensates for the
azimuthal phase of one of the OAM modes, this mode produces a peak in the collinear direction after diffraction. In the
original version [7], the beam is then coupled into a ﬁber, and
the coupling efﬁciency is used to determine the weight of the
corresponding OAM mode. In our experiment, we use a
simpliﬁed method in which the diffracted beam is observed
with a CCD camera. The camera is placed in the focal plane
of lens L4, with afocal length of 500 mm. The weight of an
OAM mode is inferred from the intensity measured by the
CCD camera in the collinear direction (at the center of the
intensity distribution), with the averaging made over a square
of 3×3 pixels.
2.2. Calculation of the Schmidt modes

The concept of the Schmidt modes is crucial for describing
photon-number correlations in PDC, FWM, or MI. The
probability amplitude of a photon
 pair emitted into two planewave monochromatic modes ks, i scales as the so-called two 
photon amplitude (TPA) F (k s, k i ), which can be written as
the Schmidt decomposition,
 


F (k s, k i ) = å l n un (k s) vn (k i ).
(2 )

(1 )

n

To eliminatethe effect of multiple frequency modes, this kind
of measurement requires a monochromator selecting less than
one frequency mode [24]. In our experiment, the measurement of g(2) is realized with the monochromator selecting a
bandwidth of 0.1 nm (which is less than the correlation width,
see [24]) around the non-degenerate wavelength 708 nm. The



Here, ln are the Schmidt eigenvalues, and u n (k s), vn (k i ) the
Schmidt modes, satisfying normalization and orthogonality
conditions. The advantage of introducing them is that, in
contrast to plane-wave monochromatic modes, they minimize
intermodal correlations: a signal photon emitted into some
3
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Figure 3. Calculated shapes (a) and weights (b) of the strongest radial Schmidt modes for two 2 mm crystals separated by a distance of

15 mm. The parametric gain is G0=7.6. Panel (a) shows the absolute values of the modes u˜ 0,0 (q ) (red solid line), u˜3,0 (q ) (red dashed line),
u˜ 0,1 (q ) (green thin solid line), and u˜3,1 (q ) (green dotted line). Modes with the same p values and different l values turn out to have very similar
shapes; for this reason, we only show the ones for l=0 and l=3, the proﬁles of the l=1, 2 modes being between these two.Panel(b)
shows the weights Ll, p of the strongest modes with p=0 (red) and p=1 (green).


Schmidt mode u n (k s) alwayshas its matching idler photonin

a single mode vn (k i ). In classical optics, the counterparts of
Schmidt modes are coherent modes [28], allowing a coherentmode decomposition of the degree of coherence, very similar
to equation (2).

that the mode weights redistribute to become
Llp =

ål,p sinh2 [G

l lp ]

.

(4 )

The strength of the parametric interaction is given by the
dimensionless parameter G, which scales as the quadratic
susceptibility, pump peak ﬁeld, and the total crystal length.
To characterize the parametric gain, one measures how the
PDC intensity depends on the pump power under narrowband
ﬁltering. This procedure yields G 0 = G l 0 , with l 0 being
the weight of the strongest Schmidt mode at low gain. In what
follows, we will refer to G0 as to the parametric gain.
According to equation (3), all Schmidt modes with l ¹ 0
carry OAM [5]. Here, we will be interested in all modes (with
different p indices) having the same l index. The weight of
each such OAM mode is Ll = å pLlp, ålLl = 1, and the
number of such modes is given by KOAM = [ålLl2]-1.
The intensity distribution in the far ﬁeld is given by the
incoherent sum over all Schmidt modes [21],

It has been shown that the Schmidt decomposition
canalso beapplied to the description of high-gain PDC or
FWM where strong twin beams are generated instead of
photon pairs [21]. In particular, the spatial/wavevector
Schmidt modes of the ‘two-crystal’ PDC source were considered in detail in [29]. Due to the axial symmetry of the
source (ﬁgure 1), polar coordinates are most convenient for its
description. The modes are then functions of the transverse

wavevectors qs,i , given by the lengths qs,i and the azimuthal
angles fs,i , with the index s, i labeling signal and idler beams.
The Schmidt modes, labeled with indices l,p, have the
form [21, 29]
v˜lp (qi ) -ilf
u˜lp (qs) ilf


e s , vlp (qi ) =
e i,
ulp (qs ) =
qi
qs

sinh2 [G l lp ]

(3 )


I (q ) ~



åLlp ∣ulp (q )∣2 .

(5 )

l, p

where u˜lp (qs), v˜lp (qi ) are their radial proﬁles. In the degenerate case, likethe one in our experiment, the signal and idler
radial parts are indistinguishable, and v˜lp = u˜lp . It is important
that each of these modes carries a phase factor i l [30]. The
weights of the modes are given by the Schmidt eigenvalues
llp, normalized as ål, p llp = 1. The effective number of

As expected, it does not depend on the azimuthal angle f. The
weights of the mode contributions in equation (5) are proportional to the mean photon numbers in the modes,
Llp = áN ñlp áN ñ, where áN ñ is the total mean number of
photons. From equation (5), one can immediately see that if
the mean intensity in the collinear direction is zero, which is a
consequence of destructive interference for collinear emission, all Schmidt modes have to have donutshapes in the
far ﬁeld.

2 -1
Schmidt modes is then calculated as K = [ål, pllp
] . As the
parametric gain of thePDC increases, the modes with smaller
weights get suppressed while stronger modes survive [21], so

4
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One calculates the Schmidt modes and eigenvalues
through the numerical singular-value decomposition of the
TPA describing the emission of two photons with the trans
verse wavevectors qs,i . This procedure, as well as the derivation of the TPA, is described in detail in [24, 29]. For
comparison with the experiment, where one measures the
angle of emission θ instead of the transverse wavevector q, we
will further use θ everywhere. The relation between the two
values is q = ql 2p , where λ is the wavelength of the
detected radiation.
Figure 3 shows the shapes of the few strongest modes
calculated for two crystals of 2 mm length placed at a distance
of 15 mm and pumped at 355 nm with the pump beam full
width at half maximum (FWHM) 170 μm. The wavelength is
assumed to be close to degenerate, λ=710 nm, and the value
of G in (4) is 54 (which corresponds to the parametric gain
G0=7.6). In the calculation, we took into account the Kerr
effect for the pump beam (see the next sections for more
information).
It should be mentioned that we label the modes in p not
according to the number of nodes of the radial proﬁle, as is
the case, for instance, for Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) modes, but
simply according to the weights: modes with larger p have
smaller lp . One can see that the radial shapes of modes with
p=0 and different l values almost coincide. The same is true
for modes with p=1 and different l. All modes have the
shape of donuts, in full agreement with the fact that at the
chosen distance between the two crystals, thecontributions of
the two crystals into collinear emission interfere destructively.
It is noteworthy that the overlap between the different radial
modes is very small. This means that one could ﬁlter a certain
radial mode almost perfectly without introducing considerable
losses. This feature is one of the advantages of the chosen
two-crystalconﬁguration. Indeed, the Schmidt modes of this
system are different from the LG modes [7] or Hermite–
Gaussian modes [31], which are a good approximation to the
eigenmodes of PDC radiation from a single crystal. This is
due to the interference structure of the radiation from thetwocrystalscheme. Clearly, each Schmidt mode as shown in
ﬁgure 3 also allows a decomposition in LG modes. However,
if addressing certain radial modes is required, this set of
modes is more convenient than the LG one where modes with
different p have a strong overlap. As to the sorting of the
modes in l, it can be done using the methods already developed for LG modes.
For each radial mode p, azimuthal modes with different l
are possible. Their shapes, according to equation (3), are eilf ,
as for other types of OAM modes, like LG ones. At the same
time, instead of these modes, one can pass to the superpositions of modes with l , which have the forms sin lf and
cos lf . While modes eilf with the opposite signs of l should
manifest photon-number correlations, their superpositions
sin lf and cos lf should manifest quadrature squeezing.

reconstructed from the covariance of signal and idler radiation
calculated from single-shot frequency spectra. At high gain,
this covariance has a structure similar to thatof the squared
TPA (2), except that the coefﬁcients in the Schmidt decomposition are at high gain Ln rather than Ln 6. Here we apply
the same theory to the case of spatial Schmidt modes (3).
Further, we will assume that the measured photon numbers
have contributions from both signal and idler beams, which is
indeed the case in our experiments.
The covariance between the photon numbers
emitted into


plane-wave modes q , given by q, f , and q¢, given by q ¢ , f¢, is
deﬁned as


 


Cov (q , q¢) º á [Ns (q ) + Ni (q )][Ns (q¢) + Ni (q¢)] ñ




- áNs (q ) + Ni (q ) ñáNs (q¢) + Ni (q¢) ñ. (6)


In terms of Schmidt modes ulp (q ), vlp (q ) from equation (3) it
has the form
2
⎡
 ⎤
 

Cov (q , q¢) = ⎢åLlp ulp (q ) ulp*(q¢) ⎥
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ l, p
2
⎡
 ⎤

⎥
⎢
*
+ åLlp vlp (q ) vlp(q¢)
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ l, p

+2



åLlp ulp (q ) vlp (q¢)

2

.

(7 )

l, p

The ﬁrst two terms in this expression correspond to the
autocorrelation of signal and idler radiation and have the form
of coherent-mode expansion [28], while the third term
describes the signal–idler cross-correlation and has the form
of the Schmidt decomposition (except that it has the Schmidt
eigenvalues instead of their square roots, compare with
equation (2)). Usually, one can distinguish between the
autocorrelation and cross-correlation parts in the covariance
distribution [33]. With only theauto- or cross-correlation part
left, one can retrieve the Schmidt modes through the singularvalue decomposition. In the Results section, we consider this
procedure separately for radial and azimuthal variables. We
will also assume in what follows that ulp = vlp , as is the case
for the radiation at the degenerate or nearly degenerate
wavelength.

3. Results

2.3. Reconstruction of the Schmidt modes

The weights of the OAM modes Ll are measured using the
phase ﬂattening method for three different pump powers, with
the distance between the crystals being 18 mm. The results are
presented in ﬁgure 4. One can see that, in full agreement with
equation (4), the mode weight distribution becomes narrower
as the pump power increases. The parametric gain depends on
the pump power P as G 0 ~ P , and we estimate it by
measuring the dependence of the output PDC intensity on the
pump power. For the distributions presented in ﬁgure 4, the

In a recent paper [33], it was shown that the frequency
Schmidt modes of high-gain MI, FWM, and PDC can be

6
In the low-gain limit, the coefﬁcients become
repeats the TPA shape.

5

Ln , and the covariance
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Figure 4. The mode weights measured (left) and calculated (right) for different pump power values. The distance between the crystals

is 18 mm.

modes are suppressed morestronglywith the increase ofgain
than the higher-order azimuthal ones. This has a simple
explanation: in the chosen geometry of the experiment, the
number of radial modes at low gain is smaller than the number
of azimuthal modes. Therefore it reduces faster as the gain
increases, according to equation (4).
Note that although the number of spatial modes is measured with narrowband (0.1 nm) ﬁltering, leaving only 1.25
frequency modes, the OAM content is measured with a 10 nm
interference ﬁlter. However, because the azimuthal part of the
Schmidt modes is nearly independent ofthe wavelength, this
approach is valid.
The insets in ﬁgure 5 show the shapes of the intensity
distribution in the far-ﬁeld zone. We see that as the parametric
gain increases, the number of observed donutsgets smaller,
which is in agreement with the reduction in the number of
radial modes. One can also seethat the intensity in the collinear direction increases with the pump power. The reason
for this is the Kerr effect: as the pump power increases, the
pump beam acquires an additional phase in the crystals,
which changes the phase shift in the SU(1,1) interferometer.
Figure 6 demonstrates this effect: the left panel shows the
pump-dependent change in the distance between the crystals
at which we observe a minimum in the collinear emission. At
low pump intensity, this distance is 18 mm—this number is
determined by the dispersion of the air [24]. As the mean
pump intensity increases to 620 W cm−2 (which means the
peak intensity isabout 35 GW cm−2), the distance between
the crystals corresponding to the destructive interference in
the collinear direction is reduced to 9 mm. Because the output
intensity oscillates with a period of 36 mm regardless of the
pump power, from the change in the position of the minimum
one can ﬁnd the additional phase acquired by the pump in the
crystal due to the Kerr effect. This additional phase is plotted
in the right-hand panel of ﬁgure 6 and, as one mightexpect, it
depends linearly on the pump power.

Figure 5. The total number of spatial modes K (red) and the number

of OAM modes KOAM (blue) measured versus the pump power. The
distance between the crystals is 18 mm.The values of the parametric
gain G0 are shown on the top horizontal axis. The insets show the
intensity distributions in the far ﬁeld.

gain values found from experiment are 7±0.5, 9±0.5,
and 10±0.5.
The number of OAM modes is found from the distributions in ﬁgure 4 to beKOAM = 1 ålLl2 and plotted in ﬁgure 5
as a function of the pump power. In the same graph, we
plotted the total number of spatial modes, determined from
the correlation function measurement (see equation (1)). The
total number of modes, as expected from equation (4), is also
reduced as the parametric gain increases. Interestingly, while
at low gainthe total number of modes exceeds the number of
OAM modes byapproximately two times, at high gain
K » KOAM , which means that for each l there is roughly a
single radial mode. In other words, the higher-order radial

6
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Figure 6. The inﬂuence of the Kerr effect on the two-crystal scheme. The change in the distance between the two crystals at which complete
destructive interference occurs in the collinear direction (left) and the corresponding phase shift induced in the pump beam (right) measured
as functions of the pump power. Linear dependences are expected, shown with solid lines.

the increase of the distance between the crystals, destructive
interference in the collinear direction gradually turns into
constructive interference, and a strong intensity peak appears
at the center. This peak is only compatible with modes having
no OAM, l=0. Indeed, any mode with l ¹ 0 has a phase
singularity connected with the OAM content and therefore
does not allow for intensities along the beam axis. On
the other hand, emission at large angles is not ampliﬁed in the
second crystal because it has a poor overlap with the pump
beam [24]. For both these reasons, OAM modes are naturally
suppressed in this region.
Finally, we present the reconstruction of the mode shapes
from the single-shot angular spectra as shown in ﬁgure 1(b).
In the experiment, 3500 single-shot two-dimensionalangular
spectra are recorded with a CCD camera. To eliminate the
effect of the pump intensity ﬂuctuations, each spectrum is
normalized to the integral intensity.
First, for reconstructing the radial modes we ﬁx the azimuthal angle f within a certain narrow range around 0.
Namely, in each spectrum S (q, f ) integration is performed
over a range of f from -4.5 to 4.57. For the resulting onedimensional spectra S (q ), the covariance is calculated as

Figure 7. The total number of spatial modes (red squares) and the
number of OAM modes (blue triangles) versus the distance between
the crystals for the pump power 90 mW. The insets show the
intensity distributions.

CovS (q , q ¢) = áS (q ) S (q ¢) ñ - áS (q ) ñáS (q ¢) ñ.

As the distance between the crystals is varied, the total
number of spatial modes changes [24]. This tendency is
shown as red points in ﬁgure 7where the intensity distributions are also shown as insets. This measurement demonstrates a monotonic decrease of both the total number of
modes and the number of OAM modes (blue triangles) as the
distance increases from 12 to 25 mm.
At L < 18 mm , the total number of modes approximately coincides with the number of OAM modes, which
means that only modes with a single value of p contribute to
the spectrum, in agreement with the theoretical calculation
(ﬁgure 3). On the other hand, at distances above 18 mm the
number of spatial modes is approximately constant, while the
number of OAM modes is reduced. The reason is that with

(8 )

In order to include the cross-correlation part of the covariance, which peaks at the signal and idler azimuthal angles
differing by π, we have also introduced negative values of
q, q¢, corresponding to the values of f around π.
The covariance obtained in this manner is shown in the
left panel of ﬁgure 8. Clearly, it has two contributions: the
autocorrelation one, localized in the top right and bottom left
quadrants, and the cross-correlation one, localized in the other
two quadrants. The autocorrelation peaks are more pronounced than the cross-correlation ones, probably because the
ﬁlter central wavelength 710 nm is shifted from the
7

A smaller integration interval leads to more noise but does not change the
result considerably.
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Figure 8. The covariance (left) measured from single-shot radial spectra and the two strongest radial modes (right) reconstructed from it. The
distance between the crystals is 15 mm, the power is 45 mW. Single-shot spectra are integrated over 9° of theazimuthal angle.

conﬁrmed by the experimental data (ﬁgure 8). Then, by
picking an angle q0 corresponding to a mode with a certain
p = p0 , we obtain from equation (7)

degenerate wavelength 709.3 nm and the uncompensated
frequency modes only contribute to autocorrelation.
Both the autocorrelation part and the cross-correlation
part of the covariance can be used for extracting the radial
Schmidt modes. Here, we used theautocorrelation part,
corresponding to f = f¢ in equation (7), and took into
account the frequency degeneracy as well as the fact that the
radial mode shapes u˜lp do not depend on l (see ﬁgure 3(a))8.
Then, the autocorrelation part takes the form

Cov (f , f¢)∣q = q ¢= q0
+2

¥

å

Llp.

å

2

L lp0 ∣u p0 (q0)∣2 eil (f - f ¢+ p )

,

l =-¥

⎤2
⎡¥
CovS (q , q ¢)∣f = f ¢= 0 ~ ⎢ å Lp u˜ p (q ) u˜ *p (q ¢) ⎥ ,
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ p = 0
Lp º

¥

⎤2
⎡ ¥
il (f - f ¢)
2
⎥
= 2 ⎢ å L lp0 ∣u p0 (q0)∣ e
⎦
⎣l =-¥

(10)

where the ﬁrst andsecond terms correspondto auto- and
cross-correlation, respectively.
In the experiment, for each single-shot spectrum we
integrate over the angle θ within the limits of ±1.1 mrad
around the maximum of the main donut, p0 = 0 . The covariance of the resulting spectra S (f, f¢) depends on
Df º f - f¢ as

(9 )

l =-¥

From the square root of this distribution, the shapes and
weights of the radial modes are found through the singularvalue decomposition. The shapes and weights of the ﬁrst two
radial modes are shown in the right panel of ﬁgure 8. The
weights of the p=0 and p=1 modes are found to be,
respectively, 0.72±0.05 and 0.14±0.05. This slightly
differs from the calculated data (ﬁgure 3, where after summing over the weights of modes with different l, one obtains
0.86 for p = 0 and 0.09 for p = 1). The shapes of the modes
are ingood agreement with the calculated ones.
For reconstructing the azimuthal (OAM) mode structure,
one has to get rid of the radial functions in equation (7). It is
worth mentioning that the azimuthal Schmidt modes have the
trivial shapes eilfs,i simply due to the periodicity of the TPA in
fs - fi . Therefore, the only parameter of interest is the distribution of eigenvalues {Ll }. Toﬁndit, we ﬁrst use the
property of the radial modes for the two-crystal conﬁguration:
namely, that the radial functions of different orders overlap
very little, up (q ) up ¢ (q ) ~ dpp ¢ . This theoretical result is

⎡ ¥
⎤2 ⎡ ¥
⎤2
CovS (f , f¢) ~ ⎢ å Ll 0 eilDf⎥ + ⎢ å Ll 0 eil (Df + p ) ⎥ ,
⎣l =-¥
⎦
⎣l =-¥
⎦
(11)

where the modulus in the last term is omitted because this
term is real9.
This distribution is shown in ﬁgure 9(a). The central
stripe corresponds to the autocorrelation (the ﬁrst term in
equation (11)) and the two other stripes correspondto the
cross-correlation (the second term). Note the qualitative
resemblance of the covariance plot tothe TPA calculated in
[32], although for a different (noncollinear) geometry. One
mayalso notethat, contrary to the structure of equation (11),
the distribution has negative values. This can be explained by
the fact that, by normalizing each single-shot frame to its
integral, we force the total intensity to be constant. This is

8

9

This statement is valid only for the chosen geometry and for p  3;
however, modes with larger p have weights less than 0.001.

This is due to the fact that, both according to the theory and to our
measurement, modes with opposite l values have equal weights.
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Figure 9. (a)The covariance calculated from single-shot spectra. The distance between the crystals is 15 mm, andthe power is 45 mW.

Single-shot spectra are integrated over 2.2 mrad of the polar angle θ. (b)The same covariance, calculated from the single-shot spectra
obtained with the interference ﬁlter centered at 700 nm, which leads to the disappearance of the ‘cross-correlation’ stripes. (c) The covariance
from(b) as a function of Df = f¢ - f , averaged over f + f¢ (blue points). Green line shows the ﬁt with the ﬁrst term of (11).

incompatible with the intensity ﬂuctuations due to the relatively small number of radial and frequency modes and causes
anti-correlations, i.e., covariance negativities.
In order to extract the OAM mode weights Ll0 from the
measured covariance, it is convenient to get rid of one of the
terms in equation (11). Since the autocorrelation term cannot
be avoided, we eliminate the cross-correlation term by
recording experimental spectra as shown in ﬁgure 2(a) with a
10 nm interference ﬁlter centered at 700 nm. This way we get
rid of the signal–idler correlations, and in the resulting covariance ﬁgure 9(b), only the autocorrelation ‘stripe’ is present.
Further, because the covariance should not depend on the sum
of f, f¢ but only on their difference, we perform averaging of
the distribution in ﬁgure 9 along the f + f¢ direction. The
resulting distribution is shown in ﬁgure 9(c) by the blue
points. We obtain the {Ll0} values by ﬁtting this dependence
with the ﬁrst term of equation (11) where a negative background is introduced. The green line shows the ﬁt, with the
weights Ll 0 = L-l 0 , l = 0, 1, 2, 3 as ﬁtting parameters. The
obtained values 0.28, 0.21, 0.05, 0.03 agree well with the
theoretically calculated ones (ﬁgure 3(b)).

center. But the inverse is not true: a donut-shaped beam can
have no OAM.
Note that the modes described here are not invariant
under the Fourier transformation and therefore the near-ﬁeld
modes have differentshapesfrom the far-ﬁeld ones. Their
investigation, however, is outside of the framework of this
paper.
We see that the effective (Schmidt) numbers of both
spatial modes in general and the OAM modes in particular
decrease with the gain, due to the usual competition of
Schmidt modes, reported in earlier works. At the same time,
this decrease is stronger for the radial modes than for the
OAM modes. The reason is that even at low gain, in the
chosen geometry the number of radial modes is smaller than
the number of azimuthal (OAM) modes. This asymmetry
becomes even more pronounced at high gain, and the number
of radial modes reduces faster than the number of OAM
modes.
The numbers of both the radial modes and the OAM
modes can be modiﬁed by varying the distance between the
two crystals. It is noteworthy that the OAM Schmidt number
is reduced drastically as the interference becomes constructive
for the collinear direction. The largest effective number of
OAM modes achieved so far is six, about the same as the total
number of spatial modes, and corresponds to the distance
between the crystals of 13 mm.
To make the OAM spectrum richer, one could put a lens
between the two crystals and ‘image’ the radiation from the
ﬁrst crystal on the second one. In this case, one can expect no
reduction in the total angular width of the spectrum, but only
the modulation of this spectrum. Similarly, at a certain distance between the crystals the collinear emission will be
suppressed, which will simplify the OAM manipulation. In
addition, higher OAM values can be achieved.
Instead of focusing on the OAM modes eilf , one can
consider their superpositions, cos (lf ) and sin (lf ). These
modes are also known as ‘petal beams’ and can be used for

4. Discussion
The two-crystal conﬁguration used in this work turns out to
have some important advantages. Because of the destructive
interference in the collinear direction, all Schmidt modes have
donutshapes, with donuts of different radiuses having different radial numbers. The strongest of them are almost nonoverlapping, which enables their easy sorting. At the same
time, for each radial donutmode, there is still a rich spectrum
of OAM modes. In particular, the strongest mode has l=0,
which at ﬁrst sight seems counter-intuitive. Indeed, in ‘standard’ sets like LG ones, the mode with l=0 is Gaussian,
while any mode with nonzero OAM has zero intensity at the
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imaging and communications [34]. AsOAM modes with
opposite l values should manifest photon-number correlations, their sine and cosine superpositions should manifest
quadrature squeezing. However, their study, as well as the
study of photon-number correlations in OAM modes, is
outsidethe scope of this paper.
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images from four-wave mixing Science 321 544–7
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2015 Schmidt modes in the angular spectrum of bright
squeezed vacuum Phys. Rev. A 91 043816
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5. Conclusion
We have considered the two-crystal scheme from the viewpoint of generating BSV in OAM modes. The scheme has
turned out to be a versatile source of OAM modes populated
by large numbers of photons. It provides non-overlapping
radial Schmidt modes and therefore one can expect that it
enables easy sorting of the modes.
We demonstrated variation of the number of OAM
modes from twoto sixby changing the distance between the
crystals and from threeto sixby changing the pump power.
More ﬂexibility is expected with the use ofadvanced geometries, such as a lens placed between the two crystals and
imaging the near ﬁeld of the ﬁrst one on the second one.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, for the ﬁrst time the
reconstruction of the spatial Schmidt modeshapes and
weights from the covariance measurement on single-shot
spectra has been reported. This method can be successfully
applied in classical optics, for instance, for the reconstruction
of the spatial modes of optical ﬁbers.
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